AUT - Austria

Players | Shots | Penalties
---|---|---
No. | Name | G/S | % | 6m | Wing | 9m | 7m | FB | BT | YC | 2Min | RC | DR
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---
1 | BAUER Thomas | 3/4 | 75 | 1/1 | 1/1 | | | | 1 | 1/2 | 1 | 1 | 1
2 | HERMANN Alexander | 2/3 | 67 | 0/1 | 1/1 | 1/1 | 1/1 | 1
5 | ZIURA Vytautas | 1/3 | 33 | 1/2 | | 0/1 | 1/1 | 1
7 | BOZOVIC Janko | 1/2 | 50 | 1/1 | | | | 1
10 | MAYER Lucas | | | | | | | 1
12 | MARINOVIC Nikola | 4/7 | 57 | 1/1 | | 3/6 | | 1
15 | POSCH Fabian | 2/3 | 67 | 1/2 | | | 1
21 | SCHLINGER Roland | 2/2 | 100 | 1/1 | | 1/1 | | 1
22 | WAGESREITER Markus | | | | | | | 2
23 | KLOPCIC Marian | 8/9 | 89 | 4/4 | 0/1 | 3/3 | 1/1 | 1
53 | BILYK Mykola | 2/6 | 33 | 0/1 | 2/3 | | 1
92 | SANTOS Raul | 2/8 | 25 | 1/2 | 1/6 | | 1
95 | KIRVELIAVICIUS Romas | | | | | | | 1
Bench/Team | | | | | | | 1
Totals | 27/45 | 60 | 4/6 | 5/6 | 6/13 | 3/3 | 4/11 | 5/7 | 4 | 7

Goalkeepers | Saves
---|---
No. | Name | S/S | % | 6m | Wing | 9m | 7m | FB | BT | YC | 2Min | RC | DR
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---
1 | BAUER Thomas | 8/20 | 40 | 4/11 | | 1/1 | 1/3 | 1
12 | MARINOVIC Nikola | 8/25 | 32 | 1/5 | 1/2 | 5/10 | 1/4 | 0/4 | 1
Totals | 16/45 | 36 | 5/16 | 1/2 | 7/15 | 2/5 | 1/7 | 1

QAT - Qatar

Players | Shots | Penalties
---|---|---
No. | Name | G/S | % | 6m | Wing | 9m | 7m | FB | BT | YC | 2Min | RC | DR
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---
1 | MARKOVIC Zarko | 8/13 | 62 | 0/1 | | 5/8 | 1/2 | 2/2 | 1
4 | MABROUK Hassan | | | | | | | 1
7 | ROINE Bertrand | 5/7 | 71 | 1/1 | | 3/5 | 1/1 | 1
9 | CAPROFATE Rafael | 7/13 | 54 | 5/5 | 0/5 | 2/3 | 1
10 | AL-KARBI Abdulla | 2/6 | 33 | 0/3 | 2/3 | 1
12 | SARIC Daniel | | | | | | | 1
13 | MEMISEVIC Eldar | 0/3 | 0 | 0/3 | 1
16 | STOJANOVIC Goran | | | | | | | 1
19 | VIDAL Borja | 2/2 | 100 | 1/2 | | | 1
20 | DAMJANOVIC Jovo | 1/2 | 50 | 1/2 | | | 1
25 | MALLASH Kamaladin | 2/4 | 50 | 1/1 | 0/2 | 1/1 | 1
41 | BANALI Yousef | 1/3 | 33 | 1/2 | 0/1 | 1
66 | MADADI Hamad | 1/1 | 100 | 1/1 | | 1
77 | HAMDOON Hadi | | | | | | | 1
86 | HASSAB ALLA Mahmoud | | | | | | | 1
94 | ZAKKAR Ameen | | | | | | | 1
Bench/Team | | | | | | | 1
Totals | 29/54 | 54 | 1/20 | 1/2 | 8/20 | 3/5 | 6/7 | 2 | 4

Goalkeepers | Saves
---|---
No. | Name | S/S | % | 6m | Wing | 9m | 7m | FB | BT | YC | 2Min | RC | DR
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---
12 | SARIC Daniel | 7/18 | 39 | 0/2 | 2/5 | 0/2 | 4/6 | 1/3 | 1
16 | STOJANOVIC Goran | 3/19 | 36 | 1/5 | 0/3 | 1/4 | 0/1 | 1/3 | 0/3 | 1
Totals | 10/37 | 27 | 1/5 | 0/3 | 3/9 | 0/3 | 5/9 | 1/8

---

LEGEND

| % | Efficiency | 6mC | 6m Centre Shots | 9m | 9m Shots | 7m | 7m Penalty Shots | Wing | Wing Shots | BT | Breakthroughs | FB | Fast Breaks | Ind. FB | Individual Fast Breaks | TO | Turnover | TP | Time Played | G/Att | Goals / Attacks | YC | Yellow Cards | RC | Red Cards | 2Min | 2 Minute Suspensions | FTO | Fast Throw off

---
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